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SQL Programming For BeginnersWith languages, there could be no communication between
people around the world. Yes, there are different languages for different communities of
people, but there are also individuals who understand many languages and can translate
between the various people groups. Computer languages allow different hardware devices and
even various kinds of software to communicate with one another - provided that a translator is
available. SQL is like the human translator who is able read various databases - regardless of
the other languages that may be running on it. As such, SQL is one of the most crucial
computer languages. Although the standard for SQL is set by ANSI (the American National
Standard Institute), there are variations or subsets of the language: MySQL, PL/SQL, MS
Access, etc. In SQL Programming For Beginners you will discover many benefits for those
who learn the language:SQL allows you to access any data in any RDBMSWhile you have
access to the data, you can describe itAdditionally, you can manipulate this data within and
outside the databaseBy using SQL modules, pre-compilers, and libraries, a user can embed
different languages within one language.SQL allows the user to drop and create tables and
databasesSQL also allows the user the option of creating view options, stored procedures, and
specific functions within a database.After the creation of the database, SQL gives the user the
opportunity to set permissions on views, procedures, and tables. Even as a beginning
programmer, you will begin learning:The history of SQL as a language for relational database
managementHow to understand the SQL processThe most common commands and built-in
functions SQL uses to access and modify databasesIn this book, you will also learn Ten steps
to SQL success:Defining the taskDetermine the entire scope of the projectWhat will it take to
complete the projectCreate a requirements statementCreate a formal modelDesigning the
database applicationBuild itDocumentationTest, test and test againMaintenanceACT NOW!
Just click the BUY button at the top of the page. You can then immediately begin reading
SQL Programming For Beginners on your Kindle device, computer, tablet or smartphone.
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